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Since Darwin, the idea of intellectual continuitv has
grippcd comparative psychology. psychological evilut ion
has been viewed as the accumulation of gmdual changes
over lirne, resulting in an unbroken chain of mental-ca-
pacities throughout the diversity of li/e. Som"e researchers
haue even maintained that nofundamental psychological
diferences exist among species. An alternaiive modil ar_
gues that a rather prolound new psychology related to
mental state attribution may have evolved recenrlv in the
prima!e order. The author explores recent experimental
researchfrom chimpanzees, rhesus monkeys, and children
that is consistent with this second model of psyuhological
evohation. Drawing on the jelds of developmental, iom-
parative,.and social psychology, as well as evolutionary
and developmental biology, the author ourlines a researih
agenda aimed a! reconstructing the evolution of metacog-
nition.

volution has no compunctions about embarrassing
those bent on trusting their intuitions. Intuition re-
lies on subjective judgment, biases in perception,

and unequal weighting given to equivalent occurreDces.
Evolution, in contrast, makes no subjective judgments
and perceives only differential survival and fertility.
Equivalent occurrences are mechanistically given equiv-
alent weightings. Thus, intuitions about what ought to
be cannot protect one against that which evolution has
produced. As a case in point, consider how the deep-
seated intuition that there is continuity among species
affecls casual observations of the natural world. For in-
stance, a superficial examination of the feathers of birds
mighl lead one to assume that feathers are derived from
mammalian hair, or perhaps vice versa. In fact, neither
is true. Avian feathers are derived from the scales of the
reptilian ancestors ofbirds; mammalian hair, in contrast,
is a novel evolutionary structure bearing little develop-
mental homologyr to reptilian scales (Elias & Bortner
1957; Lillie, 1942\. Yet intuition, which undersrandably
s€eks to find continuity, would lead us to believe other-
wise-

Such instances of apparent morphological discon-
tinuily are really no mystery; evolution is historical, re-
plete with the errors that history implies. Extinction,
coupled with the imperfections and inherent limitations
of the fossil record, virtually assures that there will be
many instances in which conlemporary diversity will ap
pear discontinuous. A cursory examination ofthe major
transformations that have occurred in body plans (re-
flected in the classification oldistinct phyla) is enough to

demonstrat€ that discontinuous patlerns do nol neces_
sarily imply discontinuous processes.

Perhaps nowhere in biology is the temptalion to trust
intuitions about continuity more seductive than in rhe
field of animal behavior and, in particular, with respecl
to the issue of in1elkctual continuity. Unlike manv other
areas of biology, the history of comparative psyciology
has been marked by an inability to meet a cenrral goil
of the evolutionary sciences: reconstructing the ti;jng
and order in which particular characteristics uppeured
duringthe history oflifc. One explanarion for this inabiliry
is the charge that psycbologists have adhered to the ..phi-
logenetic scale" instead of treating psychology as pait of
the radiation of animals outward in all directions (Hodos
& Campbell, 1969). Others have defended the opposite
position, arguing that this is not a failure ofcomparative
psychology at all but ratber that our inability to identifv
the emergence of interspecific psychological differences
reflecb a fundamental reality of nature-namely, that
such differences do not exist (see McPhail, 1987).

- 
In this articl€ I sketch a pr€liminary synthesis among

the fields of evolutionary biology, developmental biology,
developmental psychology and epistemology, and com-
parative psychology in an €ffort to further understand the
issue of continuity and discontinuity in psychological
evolution. This attempt can be viewed as complementary
to Park€r and Gibson's ( 1979) previous effort at recon-
slructing psychological ontogeny. However, in contrast to
their efforts al using comparative ontogeny of piagetian
stages ofdevelopment as a means ofproviding an adaptive
scenario for human sociocultural evolution, I examine
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the evolution of the capacity for self+onception and
mental state attribution in order to understand the issue
of psychological discontinuity in both ontogenetic and
evolutionary history. In addition, I hope to demonstrate
how this approach can break the description-to-argument
cycle that has historically paralyzed comparative psy-

chology's effort to assess whether nonhumans have an

awareness of the mental world by replacing it with a more
meaningful cycle of prediction-to-data-collection. And
although the ultimate resolution of the issue is far less

important than achieving the needed conceptual and
methodological improvements, it may turn out that a
profoundly new psychology may have evolved quite re-
cently in the history of the primate order. In its wake it
may have left two fundamentally distinct groups of life:
those who know that the mental world exists and those
who do not.

Dorwin's "Misloke"
A unifying goal that links many diverse fields of biology
is what evolutionary biologists call phylogenetic recon-
struction. The challenge is simple, although implementing
it is often difficult. In looking at the past and present

diversity oflife on earth, evolutionary reconstructions ask,

&rn we inferentially deduce the sequence in which species,

and their specific traits, evolved? Issues of continuity
plague researchers who attempt to reconstruct phyloge-
nies of both living and extinct organisms. When a novel
character is identifted, is it a primitive trait that has been
lost in other lineages? Or instead, is it a recently derived
trait that is present in only a handful of species? Much
progress has been made in recent decades in systematizing
approaches to phylogenetic reconstruction, but intuition
still plays a major role in making judgments about
whether particular morphological characters are primitive
or derived.

Psychological evolution is a special case in point,
but it suffers from the slightly different problem that in-
tuition has led many researchers into seeing continuity
connecting most vertebrate forms of life (Darwin, 187 I /
1982a Griffin, 1976; Romanes, 1883). Part of the reason
for this was recognized by Romanes (1882), who realized
that unlike morphological structures, psychological
structures are visible only through their "behavioral am-
bassadors." Thus, identifying the sequence of the evolu-
tion ofnovel innovations in psychological traits has been
all but impossible because many investigators, looking at
the behavioral evidence to date, do not see any instances
of stepwise evolutionary innovations (cf. Bitterman,
1975). This state of affairs can be traced at least to Charles
Darwin himself, who believed that anything less than
complete intellectual continuity could be used as evidence
against his theory of evolution (Darwin, l87l/1982a).

Darwin's legacy is a direct descendant of his pub-
lication of The Origin of Species ( I 8 59/ I 982b). In it, nat-
uralists found a logically compelling argument for the
"how" of evolution. Darwin proposed that the fodder for
the astounding goodness of fit between organisms and the
specific habitat in which they lived could be found in the

variation that existed between individuals. The bottom
line, as he saw it, was differential survival and fertility'
Individuals that possessed slight variations that helped
them survive and reproduce in a particular environment
would outreproduce those that did not. Over time, these
new traits, if significant enough, would become fixed as

a new part of the species. Thus, through a process of
natural selection, the bodily structures of animals were
fine-tuned to frt their environments. Life evolved not up-
ward along the rungs of a ladder but outward in all di-
rections like the branches of a tree.

Darwin (1859/1982b) was convinced that his ideas

about natural selection of morphology could eventually
throw important light on the gradual accumulation of
mental power as well and thus inform us about "the origin
of man and his history" (p' 373). For years he had col-
lected notes and refined his ideas on the evolution ofhu-
mans, but he had intentionally refrained from publishing

them because, as he put it: "I was afraid that I should
thus only add to the prejudices against my views" (Dar-
win, l87l/1982a, p.389). However, by the late 1860s

Darwin sensed that many of the younger, aspiring biol-
ogists were placing increasing faith in his ideas, and it
thus seemed like an opportune time to publish a treatise

that applied his theory of natural selection to a specific
species, Homo sapiens, in greater detail. But by beginning
with humans, Darwin came face to face with a set of
difficult issues that were at the heart of the Victorian re-
jection ofthe very idea ofevolution.

The remarkable physical similarities between hu-
mans and animals convinced Darwin that they shared a

common ancestry in the distant past. He realized that
others would not be persuaded by similarities in gross

morphology alone. After all, according to traditional wis-
dom, what truly separated humans from animals was not
their bodies but their minds. On the one hand, Darwin
knew that he must deal with the apparent discontinuity
implied by human mental prowess, but, on the other
hand, he felt that it was a requirement ol his theory that
he be able to show varying degrees of those same mental
abilities in animals. Darwin (18'7lll982a) outlined the
problem in the opening paragraph of the third chapter
of The Descent of Man:
We have seen in the last two chapters than man bears in his
bodily structures clear traces ol his descent from some lower
form; but it may be urged that, as man diffen so greatly in his
mental power from all other animals, there must be some error
in this conclusion. . . If no organic being excepting man had
possessed any mental power, or if his powers had been of a

wholly different nature from those ol the lower animals, then
we should never have been able to convince ourselves that our
high faculties had been gradually developed. (p. aa5)

The paradox was real for Darwin. If natural selection
resulted in the origin of new species through the gradual
accumulation of small adaptations, then the absence of
those gradual differences between the most closely related
species was evidence against his theory of natural selec-
tion. He knew that if he suddenly postulated that mental
evolution was governed by a different set of laws from
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that of physical evolution, tlris would raise a cloud of
suspicion around the entire theory. Indeed, Darwin al-
ready stood aghast at Alfred Russell Wallace (co-discov-
erer olthe principle of natural selection), who balked at
the human threshold and invoked divine intervention as
the origin olhuman intellect (Gould, 1980).2 But fortu-
nately, even in the largely uncharted realm of mental ex-
perience and intelligence, Darwin could already find ev-
idence for an evolutionary continuity:
It can be shewn [sic] that there is no fundamental difference of
this kind. We must also admit that there is a much wider interval
in mental power between one of the lowest fishes, as a lamprey
or lancelet, and one ol the higher apes, than between an ape
and man; yet this interval is fllled up by numberless gradations.
(Darwin, 187 I I 1982a, p. 445)

Darwin pressed for psychological continuity between
humans and other organisms for a number of different
reasons but none more so than a strictly pragmatic one:
Contemporary intuition (his gwn included) dictated that
where there had been evolution, there must also be con-
tinuity. Indeed, the style of presentation of his argument
for natural selection in the Oqigin makes this clear. And
at one important level, Darwin was correct. Natural se-
lection acted on variants that, although different from
each other along some characteristic, were nonetheless
members of the same species. From a distance, then, con-
tinuity in evolution was obvious. But at another level,
Darwin was mistaken. In any particular case, the failure
to find continuity among living species was not evidence
against his theory at all. The process ofextinction alone
was enough to selectively filter out both morphological
and psychological continuity so that living representatives
of ancient diversity might look as if some of their partic-
ular traits had arisen through spontaneous generation.3
Darwin, of course, recognized this and appealed to the
fossil record as a means of filling up the "numberless
gradations." But when it came to mental powers, Darwin
had no such recourse. Psychology does not fossilize. The
unfortunate truth is that when continuity in mental
functioning is no longer apparent in living species, it can-
not be resurrected by paleontologists.4

When it came to mental powers, then, Darwin's
mistake was fundamental. The mere fact that it was he,
not a member of some other species, who sat to write the
Origin might have been enough to signal that dramatic
psychological changes may have occurred quite recently
in the evolution of the primates. That key traces of this
diversity may well have been lost to extinction, both before
and after this process began, should not have alarmed
him at all. That underlyingcontinuity might be obscured
during periods of rapid evolutionary change is an idea
that might have otherwise occurred to a man who was
not so besieged by the prevailing intuition of his day (see

Preuss, in press, for a discussion of this issue from the
perspective of the neurosciences).

Discontinuify in Psychologicol Evolution
ond Ontogeny
Many comparative psychologists view the issue of con-
tinuity in psychological evolution as an outdated term

from an archaic, sterile academic debate. Like the "na-
ture-nurture" debate belore it, they see the "continuity-
discontinuity" debate as simplistic and serving little useful
function. There is much to recommend this wariness.
For example, the ape-language experiments seem to have
nearly drowned in the continuity-discontinuity issue, long
before their promise was fully realized. In this sense, cast-
ing aside troubling terminology can often be extraordi-
narily helpful. The problem, of course, is that at other
times, long after the terminology is abandoned, the sub-
stantive issues remain as stark and daunting as ever. In-
deed, the abandonment of troublesome terminology is
often merely a sign that an academic truce has been
reached to ignore lundamental conceptual disagreements.
In the context of the ape-language experiments, for in-
stance, it was not really the continuity-discontinuity issue
that was the root of the field's turmoil. It was the general
failure to define language (and experimental methodol-
ogy) precisely enough to determine where similarities and
differences (continuities and discontinuities) existed be-
tween ape and human (Premack, 1976, 1986).

It is important to address the criticism that the
phrase psychological continuity may mean different things
to difibrent investigators. Some might claim that conti-
nuity implies nothing more than the ability to discover
the historical antecedents of a particular capacity. For
them, continuity implies that there are no qualitative dif-
ferences in psychology between nearest living relatives
and that apparent differences start to emerge only as larger
and larger monophyletic groups are examined. I believe
that these issues are critically important, as a later portion
of this article bears out quite clearly. But in the context
of the continuity debate, this argument may merely turn
out to be a convenient excuse for our failure to confront
a basic conceptual issue: Do species differ with respect

2 Darwin was engaged in a debate with Wallace that pivoted on the
issue of humanity's apparenl intellectual isolation from the rest of the
natural world. Wallace ( 1870). unlike Darwin, held our for the uniqueness
of human intellect. Wallace believed that natural selection could not
have produced such a marvelously complex device as the human brain
because it contained a seemingly infinite store of latent potentials for
advancemenl. This, Wallace contended, violated his assumed axiom of
natural selection that all structures were produced to meet immediate
needs. Thus, the only alternative mechanism he could envision as having
produced humanity's intellect was the divine hand of some "Supreme
Intelligence."

3 Eldredge and Gould ( I 972) proposed a specific theory that explains
this kind ofdiscontinuity both in the fosil record and in cases ofapparent
discontinuity among living organisms. Their theory of "punctuated
equilibrium" argues that major transitions (speciation events) are con-
frned to relatively short durations during the history of a given lineage.
The vast majority of a lineage's history is marked by periods of stasis

in which little change occurs. They contrasted this model with what
they saw as the traditional view of"phyletic gradualism," inherited from
Darwin, in which speciation evenls occur gradually throughout the life-
time of a given lineage.

o Studies of fossil endocasts from brain cases represent an obvious
objection to this claim. Howevet although much information can be
gleaned from them, their resolution at present is relatively poor, and it
is possible that an undentanding ofthe evolution ofspecific psychological
traits may never be rescued from them.
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to the presence or absence of basic psychological traits?
Discovering ancestral antecedents of particular structures
or capacities does not eliminate the crucial issue of final
function. The homologies between the skeletal structures
of a bat's wings and the primitive Bauplan of the first
four-legged amphibian that crawled out of the Devonian
sea do not in any way reduce the marvelous difference
that separates the two: Bats can fly; most land-dwelling
quadrupeds cannot. On this issue I side with Goldman-
Rakic and Preuss (1987), who pointed out that when it
comes to similarity and difference, "Evolution does not
accord priority to one over the other, and comparative
psychology should not either" (p. 667). (For a similar
conclusion, see also discussion of psychological discon-
tinuity in Premack, 1986.)

The same interplay between change and function is
true in the context ofpsychological ontogeny as well. To
many, the field ofdevelopmental psycholJgy must appear
to be a tired, century-long debate between those who see
complete continuity in psychological development from
birth to adulthood and those who advocate stagelike the-
ories of development (see Brainerd, 1978). However, such
a naive view misses both the merits and limitations of
both positions. Just as immature organisms are developing
the morphological structures necessary to perform later
functions of which they are initially incapable, so too can
psychological ontogeny be thought ofas the construction
of capacities (structures) that will later provide the or-
ganism with tools for behavioral performances impossible
at earlier points in development. Thus, when development
is viewed across stretches of time, it should not be sur-
prising that qualitative shifts in performance capacities
can be demonstrated. By the same token, it is also perhaps
not surprising that more fragile performances can be elic-
ited at earlier time points (for historical examples, see
Gelman, 1979). The issue becomes one ollocal, domain-
specific investigations that seek to determine at what point
early demonstrations of competence are implicated in
some tangible behavioral patterns, at what point they are
tapping into unused (but developing) capacities, and at
what point these early demonstrations are simply not
really measuring the capacities they are believed io be
measuring.5

Gollup's Chollenge
Just over a decade ago, Gordon Gallup (1982) returned
to the issue of psychological discontinuity following his
previous discovery that chimpanzees are capable oi.ec-
ognizing themselves in mirrors (Gallup, 1970). Unlike a
number of species of monkeys that he originally tested,
chimpanzees spontaneously learned to use mirrors to ex_
plore previously rlnknown parts of their bodies, such as
the head and anal-genital region. Orangutans soon made
their debut into the circle of species capable of self_rec_
ognition (Lethmate & Di.icker, 1973). But in the decade
following this discovery, a number of researchers at_
tempted, unsuccessfully, to demonstrate this capacity in
other species of nonhuman primates. At present count,
nearly 20 of these species, including gorillas, have been

more or less systematically examined for signs of sdlf-
recognition and have shown little evidence for the capacity
(recent reviews have been provided by Gallup, 199 l;
Povinelli, l99l).

Gallup (1970, 1975,1977) repeatedly proposed thar
self-recognition can be interpreted as an index of self-
awareness or the ability of an organism to become the
object of its own attention. In other words, he proposed
that the behavior of sellrecognition in a mirror is possible
only in organisms that possess some (unspecified) self-
concept. Gallup also speculated that the repeated and
robust failures to elicit self-recognition in other primates
might best be interpreted as a cognitive deficit in these
species-in other words, they are incapable of reflecting
on their own existence. This position has drawn repeated
criticisms, especially from those committed to seeing in-
tellectual continuity among the primates or even among
all mammals (see Desmond, 1979; Eglash & Snowdon,
1983; Fox, 1982). Others, myself included, have objected
to Gallup's interpretation of the negative evidence con-
cerning the failures to find self-recognition in gorillas,
lesser apes, and monkeys on strictly logical grounds, ar-
guing that there does not appear to be a necessary reason
that self-aware organisms must recognize themselves in
mirron (Povinelli, 1987). Othen have offered explana-
tions for self-recognition that require less ofa self-concept
than Gallup implied (Goustard, 1983; Jaynes, I97g;
Mitchell, in press). But from the standpoint of intuition,
perhaps the most troubling issue concerns the repeated
failures to find clear and unambiguous evidence of self-
recognition in most gorillas (Ledbetter & Basen, 1982;
Suarez & Gallup, l98l). This is especially rrue in light
of the rather compelling evidence for self-recognition in
at least one home-reared gorilla that had been instructed
in a version of American Sign language (patterson, 1984;
for a discussion, see Povinelli, 1987). I shall return to this
issue in greater detail later.

All along, Gallup acknowledged the potential de-
ductive weakness of certain aspects of his arguments (see
Gallup, 1977, as well as Gallup, 1979). Nonetheless, as
the diversity of primate species unsuccessfully tested for
self-recognition continued to widen and as the amount
of time and techniques used on them increased, Gallup
found it difficult to resist the conclusion that a funda-
mental cognitive difference related to self-conception
separated chimpanzees, orangutans, and humans from

- 
5 A case in point is the issue of pretend (or symbolic) play. Early

forms of such play emerge at approximately l g monihs ofage, and many
researchers have argued that such performance is supporied by some
undentanding ofmental representation on the part olthi young pretender
(lheneV & Seyfarth, 1990a; Flavell, 1988; Forguson, t9g-9; Leilie, r9g7).
However, a recent experimental look at young children's undentanding
ofpretend play has revealed that although iicertainly requires mental
representation to engage in such activities, the children themselves do
not understand this until they are approximately five yean ofage (Lillard,
in press; for a recent discussion ofthe young chitdis understanding oi
pretense, see Harris & Kavanaugh, 1993). I suspect that many such
apparent early competencies fall into this category ofproduction_without_
comprehension.
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mosl other forms of life. Reflecting on this state olaffairs,
Gallup (1982) proposed a model in which he attempted
to provide a more meaningful and predictive framework
for the self-recognition debate. In other words, he set
about outlining a theory he believed could provide an
independent test ofhis hypothesis that species differences
existed with regard to self-awareness. In briefl Gallup ar-
gued that if self-recognition is an index of self-awareness,
then chimpanzees and orangutans (and possibly some
gorillas) ought to be capable of introspection. This intro-
spective capacity enables organisms to reflect on some
unspecified set of their own rhental experiences. Gallup
reasoned that such knowledgp of self provides a means
by which organisms can begin to inferentially reason
about similar mental experiences in other organisms.6

Thus, Gallup has repeatedly predicted that chim_
panzees and orangutans ought to regularly engage in what
social psychologists refer to as self- and social attribu-
tion-the process of attributing mental states to oneself
and to others. In essence, Gallup's argument boils down
to proposing that self-recogniilon is an empirical marker
of what Premack and Woodr'irtr(1973) referred to as a
"theory of mind," the ability of organisms to make in-
ferences about the mental states of others. In an ingenious
and landmark set of experimerlts, Premack and Woodruff
offered evidence that an adult female chimpanzee was
able to attribute intention to actors she observed strug-
gling to solve staged problems. In contrast, Gallup believes
that lesser apes and monkeys-indeed, perhaps the re-
maining diversity of life itself-ought to be incapable of
reasoning about mental states such as intention, knowl-
edge, and belief in either themselves or others. Gallup
has predicted that unlike chimpanzees, which behave in
ways that suggest they reason about unobservable mental
states and invoke them as explanations ofbehavior (e.g.,
kemack & Woodruff, 1978), organisms incapable of self-
recognition do not. The specific details of Gallup's model
have been described and discussed elsewhere, and I refer
the unfamiliar reader to these sources for an elaboration
ofthe model (Gallup, 1982, 1983, 1985; Povinelli, l99l).

Gallup and Suarez (1986) later extended this basic
framework in the context of the development of self-rec-
ognition in young children, arguing that children who
are not yet old enough to display self-recognition ought
to likewise fail to attribute mental states to others and be
incapable of a variety of introspectively based social
strategies. In contrast, children who are capable of self-
recognition should begin to show the first signs ofintro-
spectively based social behavior. A number of years later,
Lewis, Sullivan, Stanger, and Weiss (1989) adopted a re-
markably similar model in the context of their ongoing
research into the development of self-recognition in chil-
dren. They reported, ficr instance, that the self-conscious
emotions in young children emerge hand-in-hand with
the onset of self-recognition.

Gallup's challenge, therefore, has been to propose
that self-recognition is an index of a much broader and
conceptually profound change in psychology that evolved
relatively recently in a small branch of the primate order.

His model is silent on the issue of what the cognitive
precursors of self-conception were, and developmentally
speaking, are.7 In the context of both the human and
nonhuman self-recognition literature, there have been at-
tempts to identify the precursors of the behavior of self-
recognition from both a developmental and evolutionary
perspective (Bertenthal & Fischer, 1978; Dixon, 1951;
Eglash & Snowdon, 1983; Mirchell, in press). But re-
gardless of whether the precursors of self-recognition can
be specified in a manner that produces a set ofcoherent
and testable propositions, Gallup's central prediction has
remained unaddressed: Those organisms capable of self-
recognition ought to engage in self- and social attribution;
those incapable of self-recognition should not. Translated
into the terms of evolutionary biology, Gallup has argued
that the common ancestor of the gibbons and the great
ape-human clade had not yet evolved the ontogenetic
system that specifies the construction of the self-attri-
butional system.

Until recently, the procedures for testing Gallup's
model may have seemed obscure; but with the explosion
of research in developmental child psychology following
Premack and Woodruff's (1978) theory-of-mind arricle,
the door has been opened for such investigations (for re-
cent reviews of theory-of-mind research in children see
Perner, l99l; Wellman, 1990). Thus, in an ironic way
the field of comparative psychology, which spawned a
renewed interest in the development of the child's aware-
ness of the mental world, has come full circle. The task
now facing comparative psychologists is to adapt verbal
paradigms from theory-of-mind research in young chil-
dren to nonverbal procedures applicable to nonhuman
primates.s

6 Gallup's ( I 982, I 983, I 985) argument that knowledge ofselfpro-
vides a mechanism for knowledge of others followed a long-standing
episremological tradition (Adams, 1928; Schutz, 1962; Smirh 1759/1961:
Stewart, 1956). Although Gallup's argument that humans use rhe self
as a source ofinferential knowledge ofothers was no1 neq what was
strikingly original was his application ofthis idea in the contexr ofcom-
parative psychology. The extent to which this argument has merit remains
unsettled (see Gopnik, in press).

t George Butterworth (in pres) recently clearly articulated the dis-
tinction between self-perception and self-conception in the development
ofthe child. His conclusion uas that despite a growing undersanding
oleach ofthese separate aspects ofthe development ofthe self, it is still
impossible to specify the ontogenetic links between the two in any con-
vincing causal manner. Thus, il remains unclear hov the child's capacity
for self-perception (which is present in the neonate and presumably in
the fetus as well) gives rise to the profound developmental change at t 8
to 24 months of age that many psphologists see as the onset of self-
conception or self-awarenes (see, e.g., Kagan, l98l).

t This should not be viewed as a one-uay street. Nonverbal lests
that are developed for use with chimpanzees, for instance, may be able
to provide a vital source ofinformation fordevelopmental psychologists,
who traditionally are concerned about relying exclusively on a child's
verbal responses (see Flavell, 1977). Indeed, in our own laboratory we
are currently investigating a potential nonverbal measure ofself-knowl-
edge assessinent that can be used acros human and nonhuman species
(Povinelli, Perilloux, & Bierschwale, 1993). With regard to young chil-
dren, it has the distinct advantage ofnot requiring the child to answer,
or react to, verbal inquiries.
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It is important to clarify a central misconception
that has plagued Gallup's efforts to introduce self-rec-
ognition as a phylogenetic (and developmental) marker
of the onset of self-conception. On both intuitive and
theoretical grounds, some comparative psychologists have
objected to one or more of Gallup's assumptions. How-
ever, in doing so they have, for the most part, failed to
understand that the model is simply a way of generating
strong (and hence quite falsifiable) predictions about the
relationship between self-recognition and underlying
psychological processes. Thus, it is no longer a matter of
intuitive preference for one theoretical position over an-
other but rather a matter of hypothesis testing. Once the
formalism of a predictive framework has been introduced
into a scientific debate, argument alone will no longer
suffice. Other theoretical models that differ in their in-
terpretation of the meaning of self-recognition are pos-
sible; and the ultimate fate of them, along with Gallup's
model, will be determined by the extent to which they
produce novel predictions about heretofore unknown data
sets (see Mitchell, in press, and reply by Gallup & Pov!
nelli, in press).

In a very different context, evolutionary biologist
Leo Buss (1987) remarked, "Evolution is historical, and
our most difficult task is not to identify evolutionary in-
novations . . but to identify their sequence and con-
sequences" (p. 183). For nearly a decade, Gallup's frame-
work has offered a set ofrich and risky predictions con-
cerning the consequences of the evolution of the
psychology supporting self-recognition-a set of predic-
tions that can now be addressed in a straightforward, em-
pirical fashion.

Do Phylogenetic Differences in Sociol
Psychology Exist?
Several years ago I embarked on a series of comparative
experiments that were originally designed to test Gallup's
model of the evolution of self- and social attribution. As
a preliminary attempt at falsifying the model, I settled
on a test case comparison between chimpanzees and rhe-
sus macaques, two species notorious for their ability and
inability, respectively, to recognize themselves in mirrors
(see Gallup, 1985). The idea behind these investigations
was to develop a series of nonverbal experimental pro-
cedures that could tap into an organism's ability to at-
tribute mental states to others and then to conduct a
closely parallel version of each task with the two species.
Gallup's model predicted that chimpanzees ought to do
well on some (unspecified) subset of such tasks, whereas
rhesus macaques ought to uniformly fail them. In a very
real sense, the approach I adopted was to pit two explan-
atory frameworks against each other: learning theory
(such as that espoused by Hull, Spence, and Skinner)
versus attribution theory (Mead, Heider).

Role Reversol os s Meosure of Cognitive
Empothy

The first set of experiments was designed to tap into a
form of social attribution known as role taking or cog-

nitive empathy, which develops in children at approxi-
mately 18 to 24 months of age (Dunn & Dale, 1984;
Flavell, Botkin, Fry, Wright, & Jarvis, 1975; Watson &
Fischer, 1980). This ability presumably underpins young
children's ability to engage in a variety of forms of pretend
play in which they switch from one social role to another
(Mead, 1934), as well as speech acts in which the child
essentially adopts "motherese" (Sachs & Devin, l97q.e
Such acts seem to involve the attribution of mental states
to oneself(and others, at later stages) in that they allow
individuals to put themselves into the psychological per-
spectives of another person. Watson and Fischer have in-
terpreted this behavior as the child's understanding (or
attribution of) personal agency.

The experimental attempt to operationalize this
form ofrole taking was derived from a study conducted
in the early 1960s by Mason and Hollis (1962), who stud-
ied the development of social communication in young
rhesus monkeys. They constructed an apparatus that al-
lowed pairs of infant monkeys to cooperate to obtain food
rewards. During testing, the pair of animals sat across
from each other with an apparatus between them (see

Figure lA). For each pair of animals, one had access to
a series of handles, which, ifpulled, extended two identical
food trays to within reach of each subject. During the
course of their experiment, Mason and Hollis modified
the apparatus so that each food tray contained a shield
that prevented the monkey with access to the handles
(the operator) from seeing into it. In contrast, the other
monkey (the informant) could see into the food trays but
had no way of manipulating the apparatus. Eventually,
the subjects learned to "cooperate" with each other, with
the informant giving some signal (either sitting in front
ofthe baited pair offood trays or reaching for it) and the
operator using this cue to pull the correct handle, thus
rewarding both animals. The researchers conducted a se-
ries of transfer tests, only one of which is relevant here.
In this test, afler each pair ofsubjects had learned their
respective roles as operator or informant, the monkeys
were transferred into the opposite cages, and Mason and
Hollis looked for evidence of transfer. That is, would the
monkeys perform their new roles with the same accuracy
as their old roles? When the subjects' roles were reversed,
their performances uniformly dropped to chance levels,
and they only gradually relearned the new roles.

Mason and Hollis ( 1962) were not interested in issues
of self- or social attribution, role taking, cognitive em-
pathy, or theory of mind. However, it occurred to me that
the task itself could be used as a means of inferring to

e There are those researchers who do not believe that true mental
state attribution underpins these behaviors. Perner ( I 99 I ), for instance,
believed that children do not conceive ofthe mind in a truly represen-
tational manner until they are approximately lour years old. Howeveq
other frameworks exist that allow younger children some understanding
of the psychological states of themselves and others (see Miller & Aloise,
1989, for a review). Indeed, even researchers (e.g., Perner, l99l) who
hold out for a strong conceptual change between three and four years
ofage believe that younger children do have some limited understanding
of the mental lives of themselves and others.
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what extent an organism is capable ofengaging in social
role taking. Organisms that see the task solely from a

behaviorist standpoint ought to perform quite poorly on
role reversal, despite having learned to carry out their
own original role with near-perfect accuracy. On the other
hand, organisms that not only utilize cues from their
partner successfully but also comprehend the meaning of
such cues within the context ofthe task, ought to under-
stand what to do when the roles are reversed. In other
words, they should immediately understand the need to
perform the opposite role in order to successfully com-
plete the reciprocal exchange. The monkeys that Mason
and Hollis tested were socially isolated infants, and thus
their results could not legitimately be reinterpreted in
hindsight. But I interpreted Gallup's model as clearly
predicting that socially competent, appropriately aged

chimpanzees should show immediate evidence of role re-
versal, whereas comparable rhesus macaques should not'

In order to test this prediction, one adult and three
subadult chimpanzees and four adult rhesus macaques
were used as subjects. All of the subjects were housed in
social groups, and all had extensive experience with tra-
ditional tearning studies. I constructed two modified ver-

sions of the apparatus used by Mason and Hollis, which
differed from each other only in size and complexity (see

Figure lA for a schematic diagram). Using each appa-
ratus, my colleagues and I set about replicating the portion
of the Mason and Hollis (1962) experiment described
above, with one major modification. Instead of pairing
the subjects with each other, we paired them with human
experimenters in order to standardize the experiences that
each animal received. For each species, we divided the

subjects in half. Half of them were trained as operators

lwiitr the human partner as informant) and tested for role
reversal comprehension as informants; the other half were

trained and tested in the opposite order. We used this
design so that in the event that we obtained clear signs

of role reversal, we could be somewhat assured that the
results were not simply an artifact of one role being in-
herently easier to perform than the other. The procedures
used with the chimpanzees and macaques were nearly
identical. The only major difference was that the macaque
subjects who were initially trained as operators showed a
profound difficulty in learning to respond to the pointing
gesture of their human partners.ro We were therefore
forced to intervene and use elaborate shaping procedures
to train them to attend to the cue of pointing until they
performed at near-perfect levels.

The results from these experiments differed dra-
matically by species. Three of the four chimpanzees we

tested showed clear and immediate evidence of compre-
hending their new role on reversal, despite the fact that
they had encountered some difficulty in learning their
original role. None of these three subjects showed a de-

crease in performance from their last session of 20 trials
of training in their old role to the first session of 20 trials
in their new role. Indeed, two of them displayed appro-
priate behaviors from Trial I forward, making only one
and two mistakes about half way through the session. The
fourth subject showed only mild evidence of transfer, and
his performance decreased significantly on reversal. In
striking contrast to the overall pattern of the chimpanzee
experiment, none of the macaques showed evidence of

t0 This difference is intriguing in its own right because compre-
hension of pointing has often been interpreted in terms of an under-
standing of intention (for a discussion of this isue from a comparative
perspective, see Povinelli, l99l). However, pointing emerges at such a

young age in children, and its topography appean to be so strikingly
universal (that is, extending the index finger), that it may vvell be fairly
hard-wired, wifh little meta-awareness behind the act at early ages. Our
research with three- and four-year-old children 6ts this model because

even young three-year-olds app€ar not to be aware ofcertain aspects of
the communicative function of pointing, despite the fact that they are

capable ofusing it successfully (Povinclli & deBlois, 1992b).
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transfer inlo their new roles. On confronting the role re_
v€rsal procedure, they monitored us as we sl-owly rotafed
the appararus bur then simply sar watcf,ing, asii*aiiiig
tor rhe old cues to appear Some of the iironkeys euei
went as far as to search for the handles, *hi; i; th;;
case were no longer present. Only afler a number of ses-
sions (and only after elaborate shiping pro."Ouroin ,ir.
case,of rhose that had to ,.rponO' rJpointing), ;id ii,.
m_onkeys learn their new roles. A complete dircrintion
of the procedures and results of tt... .*p..i..nt!'"-ri
Rigyid:g bJ Povineui. Netson. 

"na 
novr* ii,jSti;jrovrne r, parks. and Novak (1992). Taken collectivelv

these experiments point to potential species differencei
rn the psychological capacity for role taking.
The Perce ption-Knowledge Relofionsfi ip
The second set of exp€riments was devised after I read
then^ow-classic report by Hienz wimme. una fos.ip.rlii
( r ydJ) on the attribution offalse beliefin young children.I had beerr srruggling to operarionalize rt. iiiii".ii""
f:l-":l ,n. mental srares of guessing znd knowing thatrremack and Woodruff (1979) had discussed in-their
randmark theory_of-mind article. Gallup (personal com_
mu-nicarion. october^3o, Dtoy nao arso siiesseJitre fitentral rmportance of determining whether chimpanzies
c-ould understand.the implications-of se"rory oa#;;;;;
ror exampte. could they model the visual experiences of
someone who is blindfolded? After I read Wi_m", uni
Perner's report, it struck me that with o"ly ,"i;-ti"d;;j:
nor modifrcations in our role revenal paruilgrn, *";ii
p.gIlhe fo owinC.question (b€havior;f tV) ro-our suUjecrs,what rs the psychological difference between someone
wno nas Seen an event OCCUr and SOmeOne else whO haS
not? In other words, we could ask the subjects whethei
llt!1ua9ngoO how knowledge srales arose and in par_
lrcutar wherher they understood the psychological con_
nection between s?e ing and knowing 1tntlrn..ili"gr"f.,& Perner. 1988).r' We have referred to the general'nhej
nomenon ofwhether an individual undentanl. *,. ca'u.a
con-nection. between sensory input and tno*t.Og. io._
matto-n as_the perception_knowledge relationshiplpovi_
nelli & deBlois, 1992b).

- The final procedure we selected capitalized on thefact that during the role rcversal experiment all of the
su-bjects I ei r her. d u ri ng trai n ing or aftir" .or" i.r..*ii f,J
rearned to use human pointing as an indicator of which
among sev-eral food trays contained a slice ofUanana. iorour tesr of whether chimpanzees understood tlra *r*ipsychologlcal connection between seeing and knowing,
:_e.sllCh,rly 

modified the apparuru. Uy itu"lng op"qu!,
upsrde-down cups over rhe food tmys. hiding iheir con_
tents (see Figure lB). The subjects were then allor.ved towatch two experimenters act out different roles, whichwe conv-eniently referred to as the 3zasser and iheknower.t2 At the start ofeach trial, Uoti, .^p..i."nt"o
slood across from the subjects on ttre intormant siOe oi
::: :eelatys Next,. foltowing a randomized scheduti,
lhe guesser signaled the subject that he was going to leave
the room and then did so, shuttiDg a dooibehinO him.

After the door was closed, the knower showed the subjecl
a 

-piece 
of food and rhen proceedea to nia. it unJ.ion.

of the cups. The subjects could see that the knower was
hiding the food, but a cardboard screen pr"u"nt"O ti,"rn
from seeingrhich cup was baited. rn" r.no*.. ui- ui"J
a number_of false baiting procedures on each trial to pr€-
vent the chimpanzees from using other cues to locaie'G
reward. Alter the food was hidden, the knower again stood
behind the apparatus and waited until the giresser re_
turned from outside the room. Next, both i-he guesser
and the knower simultaneously pointeA to Oifferen"t cups.
The knower, ofcourse, pointed to the correct -p. il;guesser, in contrast, pointed to a previously determined
Incorrect cup. The cardboard screen was removed bv a
neutral third €xperimenter, and the subject was allowed
to pull one of the handles in order to lo-ok under one oi
the cups. Each subject was given l0 trials per day.

- The results of these experiments again produced a
clear contrast between the chimpanzees and the rhesus
monkeys. To begin, two ofthe four chimpanzees showed
a clear ard stable (although by no means perfect) dis_
cnmrnatton between the guesser and knower within the
first five days oftesting. A third ct impan.ee stro*J tne
relevant discrimination later in testing. The final chim_
panzee, although she showed an overall significant pref_
erence for the knower across the six initial wiek oftesiing,
never displayed a consistent preference. Although in_
tnguing. this result could porentially be explairied in
terms.of associative learning. It was quite possible that
the chimpanzees wer€ not reasoning about mental states
alall; rather they may have been using behaviorat stiai_
egies such as "pick the peron who stays in the room,, or
"pick the person who hides the food'; in order to solve
the task.

..ln order to pit this learning explanation against the
atlnbutronal one. a simple transfer test was conducted in
which the key environmental variables that the chim-
panzees might have been using were altered. The guesser
now never left the room but instead stood passively-beside
the knower behind the apparatus. The tno*er, mean-

r.rAlthough we were not aware ofir at the time,lwo related papers
$!r-€ in pressfhal had^dir€cr bearing on our own rescarch. Wimmet
Hogrete. and Pemer (1988) had conducted the analogous research $.irh
ll::--1n1four-year-old chitdren. and premack (l98-8) provided a pre_
rrnrnary reflort on a similar experimenl conducted wtth four juvenile
cn rmt an-zees ( s€e below). R€ad I n€ I he resu lls of rhese experiments later,
arong wtth l-tavell's res€arch on Level I and Levet 2 perspecrive taking(Flavell,.Everett. Crofi, & FIavell. t98trgreatlyassisredin'ctarifyrngihi
rnterpJetalton ol our 01,n research.

. - 'r Although I have chosen to reratn the labels guesst and khot,]t.I fully recognize that thit experiment taps less tnto an orpanism.s abrlirv
Io orsafimrnate bets/een the menlal states ofguessing and knowing thanit does irs abiliry ro undersrand the connecr;n *,*.* *"i"g-"ij ri;
::::ljlg..:11:l :"r: "gf 

knowins. As we poinred our i" i"i.,,ei;,i
reftorr: -A questron left unresolved by our study ls to what exteni rhecnrmpanzees \*ere capable of understanding the concept of guesshe
Although they clearly responded preferenriatiy ro,r,. f.notr.-,fiJi.."ri-
preDensron ol what lhe guess€r was doing remain. un..rrain.i (pou;n.il;,
Netson. & Boysen. 1990. p. 209J. In lhis senr.. ir i. unfonunate-rt 

"i*echosc to tirle rhe report .,lnferences Abour Cr"*i"g ""i-i";j"; i,Chim!, nzees (Pan t rogl odyt el)."
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while, never hid the food but simpl-v watched as a third
experimenter appeared and baited one of the cups. While
this baiting procedure was occurring, the guesser placed
a paper bag over his head to prevent him from seeing
where the food was hidden. Finally, as before, both of the
experimenters pointed, and the chimpanzees selected be-
tween them. Each chimpanzee was given 30 trials using
this procedure. The results of this transfer test revealed
that the three subjects that had showed a preference for
the knower during the original procedure maintained that
preference. However, even lhis result does not rule out
extremely rapid learning on the part of the chimpanzees.
In addition, Premack ( 1988) provided a preliminary de-
scription of an experiment similar to our own in which
two of his four chimpanzees made the relevant discrim-
ination within 24 trials. Although he used procedures
somewhat different from ours, his findings essentially
mirror those that we reported. On the basis of these re-
sults, my colleagues and I adopted the working hypothesis
that chimpanzees do understand the perception-knowl-
edge relationship, at least in the visual modality. A com-
plete description of the experiment and its results has
been provided by Povinelli, Nelson, and Boysen (1990).

The rhesus macaques, it will be recalled, were also
trained during the coune of the role reversal experiment
to respond to human pointing with near-perfect accuracy.
Thus, by all appearances, they began the seeing-knowing
experiment with the same technical expertise as their
chimpanzee counterparts. This similarity, however,
proved to be only superficial. In sharp contrast to the
chimpanzee results, we found no evidence that our four
adult rhesus macaques understood the relationship in
question. Despite over 12 weeks (and in one case, 16

weeks) ofextended training, none ofthe macaques ever
showed a preference for the individual who had hidden
the food or who watched as a third experimenter hid it.
Indeed, we used a number of procedures that were ex-
plicitly designed to assist the macaques in making the
relevant discrimination, without success. We also tested
a number of potential procedural explanations for the
macaques' poor performance. For example, it was possible

that the macaques had an attentional problem in the con-
text ofthe task or that they understood the relationship
between seeing and knowing but simply could not prop-
erly associate the pointing hands with the appropriate
experimenters. It was also possible that the monkeys had
some specific learning difficulty within the context of the
task. However, further experimentation, and a careful
analysis of the data, cast doubt upon each of these po-
tential explanations. A complete description of this ex-
periment and its results has been reported by Povinelli,
Parks, and Novak (1991).

Admittedly, the evidence was negative. Hovever, our
elaborately unsuccessful attempts to prod the macaques
into performing like the chimpanzees led us to adopt the
working hypothesis that rhesus monkeys, unlike chim-
panzees, do not understand the seeing-knowing relation-
ship. To those wary (for good reason) of attempts to prove
the null hypothesis, it is important to point out that when

adopted as a v'orking hypothesis, claims that species dif-
ferences exist in a specific psychological domain are as
falsifiable (and hence as useful) as claims that they do
not.r3 Immediately after we had conducted the experi-
ments with the macaques, we were encouraged as to the
generality of our findings in the knowledge attribution
experiment by the publication of a paper by Dorothy
Cheney and Robert Seyfarth (1990a), who reported on a
series of experiments suggesting that macaque mothers
may not attend to knowledge states of their infants when
warning them about the presence offood or danger.

Young Children: Colibroring Nonverbol
Meosures of Mind
Although the results of the experiments described above
provided clear contrasts between chinrpanzees and rhesus
monkeys on tasks that presumably were measuring men-
tal state attribution, an obvious alternative explanation
for our results (especially those wilh the chimpanzees)
had not yet been explored. Perhaps our intuitions about
what these tasks were measuring were simply wrong, no
matter how sound those intuitions seemed to us. In other
words, a skeptic appealing to learning theory could rea-
sonably contend that the task in question was not really
measuring the presence ofthe psychological capacity that
we believed it was. What was needed was an independent
method for assessing the validity of our tasks. After pon-
dering this concern, we adopted a version ofa technique
long advocated by David Premack: using with young
children tasks originally designed for apes (Premack,
1975; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Premack & Dasser,
199 l; see also Kohler, 1927). ln particular, however, we
implemented a novel version of this technique. Using
what was then known about young children's develop-
ment of a theory of mind, we made specific predictions
about how children ofdifferent ages ought to perform on
our tasks.

For example, by the time we had completed our
seeing-knowing experiments with chimpanzees and ma-
caques, there was a reasonable body ofevidence suggesting
that whereas many four-year-old children understand the
perception-knowledge relationship, most young three-
year-olds do not (see Perner, 199 I for a recent summary
of the evidence on this point). Thus, we reasoned that if
our nonverbal task was a valid measure of the seeing-
knowing relationship, then many four-year-olds should
perform quite well, whereas most young three-year-olds
should not. In order to test this prediction, Sandra deBlois
and I tested a number of three- and four-year-old children

rr We have undertaken several attempls to falsify our working hy-
potheses concerning the absence ofrole taking and knowledgc anribution
in macaques- For example, we used our role reversal procedures with
an adult female rhesus monkey that had lor many years shown evidence
of spontaneous pointing, very similar to instances observed in captive
chimpanzees. We thus hypothesized that given her "natural" pointing
capacities she might, like chimpanzees, comprehend the role reversal
task immediately, thus falsifying our species differences hypothesis.
However, she did not (Hess, Novak, & Povinelli, in pres).
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using procedures closely modeled after the chimpanzee
and macaque work described above (povinelli & deBlois,
1992b). Indeed, we even went as far as to construct an
exact replica of the monkey apparatus to use with rhe
children.

Each child was test€d for a single session consisting
of l0 trials each. 14 The child was not given any verbal
instructions other than the minimal amount necessarv
to convey the idea that he or she was about to play a gam;
with the two experimenters, involving the .,hider'; (the
knower) and the "leaver" (the guesser), and that the object
ofthe game was to find a surprise that would be hidden
under one ofthe cups. After we had determined that the
subjects would respond accurately to the pointing ofeach
experimenteq the formal testing began. At the start of
every trial, each experimenter announced the role that
he or she would play. The leaver left the room and waited
outside Ciust as the guesser had done with the chimpanzees
and macaques), while the hider hid the surprise under
one of the cups (just as the knower had done).

- The results ofthis experiment provided clear suppon
for our hypothesis. Using a number ofindependent mea-
sures, most of the four-year-olds undentood the task
without difrculty. These successful children easilv mer
(and exceeded) our predetermined criterion of 7 out of
l0 choices for the hideq averaging almost 9 correct
choices. In addition, they also showed a significant run
of correct choices for the hider. Finally, all of these suc-
cessful children were correct on their first trial. In contrast,
only one of the three-year-olds met our ? out of l0 cri-
terion; this child did not show a significant run ofcorrect
choices for the hider, nor was she correct on her first trial.
The unsuccessful three- and four-year-olds averaged only
4 out of l0 correct choices, and none of them showed i
significant run for the hider. In addition, half of them
were correct on Trial I and half were incorrect, exactly
what one would expect ifthey were responding at random.
Finally, during the middle of one of the triils we asked
the children, "Does the Leaver know where the surprise
is?" Ten out ofthe I I successful four-year-olds answered
correctly by saying no or shaking their heads. In contrast,
the unsuccessful children appeared to answer this yes or
no question at random. These findings allowed us to make
a stronger claim conceming the perception_knowledge
experiments with macaques and chimpanzees.15 In pai_
ticular, we aryued that success on the task requirei an
organism to understand how visual perception leads to
knowledge.r6 A complete description ofthe methods and
results of this exp€riment is reported in povinelli and
deBlois ( 1992b). We have not yet conducted an experi_
ment with young children using the role rev€rsal para_
digm: thus it would be premarure to conclude definitivelv
that the test is measuring role-taking capacities known
to be present in two-year-old children. However- recent
research by Brownell and Carriger ( I 990) has confrrmed
our suspicions by demonstrating that children younger
than I 8-24 months of age are unable to solve an anJo_
gous cooperative task.

With proper prudence, some researchers will object
to this method of proceeding, arguing that looking for
qualitative developmental transitions in young children
as benchmarks to calibrate nonverbal mental itate attri-
bution tasks assumes stagelike transitions in the child,s
development of a theory of mind that, in fact, are not
present. For example, they would point to the success o[
three-year-olds on certain tasks of understanding false
belief but not on others as a clear indication that much
ofwhat passes for "transitions" are really artifacts oftask
demands (e.g.. Chandler, Fritz. & Hila. t9g9; Hala,
Chandler & Fritz, 199 t). However, several points need to
be kept firmly in mind. To begin, as Premack and Dasser
( l99l ) have pointed out, such interspecifrc comparisons
will always involve measuring task performance. The ex-
tent to which the tasks themselves tap into changes in
underlying psychological capacities is a matter for em-
pidcal prediction. In addition, demonstraling precocial

r' Because we were int€.ested in the children's under$anding of
the proc€ss ofknowledge formalion in th€ms€lves as well as othen, we
first t€sted the children for comprehension about lhe formation oftheir
orn knowl€dge sEtes. The r€sults from t\ro separate experimenls closely
paiallel those reported previously by Gopnik and her colleagues (Gopnik
& Craf, 1988; O'Neill & Copnik, I99l; s€e also Wimmer, Hogrefi, &
Pemer, 1988) and suggpst that young three-year-olds do not undentand
how their own knowledge states aris€ (see povinelli & deBlois, 1992b)_

tr Thos€ who are intimately familiar with theory-of-mind rcsearctt
in young children may object to this claim on the grounds thar there
clrrently exists a considerable @ree ofconlroversy surroundinS whether
Ihree-year-olds are truly incapable of understanding the seeing-knowing
relationship (i.e., Pillow, t989; Pratt & Bryant, l99O). t believe thar;
larSe portion ofthe discrepant results to dat€ may be th€ result ofdiferent
investigalors looking at fairly different age ranges. This issue, along with
potenrial methodological problems, is discuss€d els€where (povinelli &
deBlois, 1992b).

r6 The pattem ofthe four-'€ar-olds. success presenls some difrculties
for our working h),pothesis about the chimpanzees, comprehension of
the lask. There x€le obvious differences between the chimpanzees and
the four-year-olds in the robustness of their performances. Some have
argued that this adds support to the leaming theory interpretation of
our results (Cheney & Seyfarth, t992). In fact, rhis conctusion is erro-
oeous. Th€ chirnpanzees were p€rforming at ceiling levels at the con-
clusion o-fthe experiment (and had been for mosr oathe tesdng). Thus,
their performance level (about 70% correcr) was not uniquely eilhined
by leaming theory. Leaming theory would have to resori to ;d hoc
explanations such as sfrecies differences in short-term memorv recall.
But the very same explanalions could accounl for why an organism
operaling with a theory of mind woutd xrform at those leveblThus_
lhis asprct ofth€ chimpanzees' performance is silenr with resf,ect to lhe
leaming versus attribution issue. Regardless of whether chimpanzees
urdcrstand the seeing-knowing relationship, they ctearly didr from
normal children in attentional and emotional domains, ;nd $ese dif-
ferences may account for lhe problem under either framework. lt is also
rmportanl to pornt oul that three_year.olds do nol p€rform betrer when
provi_ded repeared rrials such a5 the chrmpsnz€es *€re given (ser povinelli
& deBlois. 1992b). Whiren ( l99l) has suggesred thar tie tearnrng aspecs
could have been disentangled ifwe (in our transfer rest) had all;we; rhe
kno*tr 16 q,631s O"*r bag in a way thal did nol obscure lhe eves In
a similar vein. Heyes (in press) has suggesred a conrrol in which rhe
kno$rr would rnomenrarily place thr paper bag over his or her head
after lhe food is hrdden. However. bolh a pproaches still leave the subjecls
wrth a discriminable cue to le:tm lhe distinction instead ofaltrib;ting
it. The proper experimental design requlres a large enough sample sizi
or cnrmpanzeesto pit a control fl€aming) goup against an experimental
(altrrbutron) group (sft Povinelli. 199t. for details of the experimenlal
design).
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instances ofa given capacity does not necessarily dojus-
tice to the phenomenon under investigation. As task de-
mands are simplified, researchers run the risk of no longer
measuring what they set out to measure (see Goldman-
Rakic & Preuss, 1987). Second, distinct models that stip-
ulate the processes that build the psychology of an or-
ganism capable of attributing various mental states should
compete with each other for their ability to explain the
most empirical observations. In this fashion, conceptually
at least, there is no real tension between those who choose
to localize the end points of such transitional construc-
tions and those who seek to understand the tools with
which the structures are constructed. Thus, although there
is a very real conceptual problem within the transitional
zones of determining to what extent the organism has
access to the capacity in question, researchers can attempt
to pinpoint broad transitions that can be critical for in-
terspecifi c comparisons.

Reconslructing Minds of rhe Post
The experiments reported above were conducted with
the aim of subjecting Gallup's ( 1982) model of mind to
a preliminary test. In this sense, the predictions of the
model we tested successfully withstood a rigorous attempt
at falsification. Chimpanzees performed as if they attrib'
uted mental states to other$; rhesus macaques did not.
Our findings point to the potential heuristic value of Gal-
lup's framework. However, in addition to having these
direct implications for Galhlp's model, our experiments
raise even broader questions concerning the prospects of
studying mental state attribution from a comparative
perspective. First, to what extent do the results ofthese
experiments provide support for Gallup's claims that self-
recognition is an empirical marker of mental state attri-
bution? In what ways can the model be modified to im-
prove its testability? Second, what methodological im-
provements are necessary to provide more compelling
evidence for the presence of mental state attribution in
nonhuman primates? Finally, what can investigations like
the ones previously described contribute to reconstructing
the evolution of the human mind? By considering these
questions, I hope to outline a research agenda unifying
developmental and comparative psychology with devel-
opmental and evolutionary biology.

Self-Recognition os on lndex ol Mentol Sfofe
Al?iribution

In order to fully appreciate the difficulties in interpreting
the results of our test of Gallup's (1982) model, it is nec-
essary to keep in mind the fact that the model can be
viewed as both an evolutionary argument about the ex-
pected distribution of mental state attribution in primates
and a developmental argument concerning the ontogeny
of this capacity in young children (or young chimpanzees,
for that matter). This raises some troubling issues for the
model. For instance, the fact that dn 18- or 24-month-
old child can be fully capable of self-recognition and yet
have relatively little understanding of the mental expe-
riences of others suggests that the presence of self-rec-

ognition is not a su,fficient indicator of complex social
attribution. Many important attributional processes may
develop only after the onset of self-recognition (e.g., the
perception*knowledge relationship, the appearance-
reality distinction, an understanding of false belief, Level
2 perspective-taking, second-order attribution; Wimmer
& Perner, 1983; Flavell et al., l98l; Flavell, 1986; Perner
& Wimmer, 1985; Wimmer et al., 1988). Thus, from a
developmental standpoinl, to be self-aware (in the sense
of being able to recognize yourself in a mirror) is not
necessarily the same as being able to attribute intentions
and beliefs to others or yourself in the same way as adults
or even older children do.

In this context, the failure of rhesus macaques to
show evidence of understanding the perception-knowl-
edge relationship becomes only circumstantial evidence
that Gallup's (1982) model is valid. It is quite possible
that although macaques perform poorly on tasks that re-
quire sophisticated attributional abilities. they may fare
far better on tests that require attributional abilities more
comparable with those possessed by two-year-old chil-
dren. Thus, a logical next step in attempting to falsify
Gallup's model would be to test chimpanzees and ma-
caques for attributional capacities that emerge in young
children coincident with the emergence of self-recogni-
tion.lT To some extent our role reversal experiments al-
ready speak to this issue, because the task presumably
taps into an early developing attributional capacity.

However, simply because self-recognition emerges
in children before the onset of many important aspects
of self- and social attribr.ition, this in no way invalidates
Gallup's ( 1982) proposal. A revised version of the model,
and one implied to some extent by Gallup and Suarez
( 1986), could predict that self-recognition is an empirical
marker of the beginning of a complex developmental se-
quence involving multiple feedbacks between self- and
social attribution. Thus, although the yes-or-no presence

of self-recognition may not be isomorphic with all forms
of mental state attribution (as suggested in Gallup's orig-
inal ficrmulations of his model), it could be seen as an
easily detectable, correlated measure of a nearly invariant
sequence ofontogenetic events. In other words, the emer-
gence of the self-attributional capacities that underpin
self-recognition may set in motion (or merely co-vary
with) a series of cascading ontogenetic constructions re-
lated to an understanding of the mental world.r8 Recent
research with young children strongJy supports this ver-

'7 Although this may be a conceptually valid strategy, the difficulty
arises in that relatively little is known about the attributional capacities

of two-year-old children (see Miller & Aloise, 1989, for a review).
It Ifthis is correct, it is tempting to speculate that for each species

capable of self-recognition, there may well be a mature and immature
form ofthe capacity giving rise to the behavior. As the organism daalcps'
its capacity for self-recognition may not change in any initially obvious
ways, but its underlying appreciation of the image may well undergo

dramatic shifts as the self-system becomes increasingly differentiated
through time (e.g., Mounoud & Vinter, 1985). We are currently exploring
this posibility in an age-graded colony of chimpanzees ranging from
two-year-olds to adult animals.
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sion of Gallup's framework by demonstrating that the
emergence of mirror self-recognition seems tightly cor-
related with the development of behaviors that appear to
depend on primitive forms of social attribution (Asen-
dorpf & Baudonniere, 1993; Bischof-Kohler, 1988;John-
son,1982).

My colleagues and I have recently launched a broad-
based research program explicitly designed (in part) to
tesl the ontogenetic predictions of the revision of Gallup's
(1982) model that I am advocating here. If the modei is
of heuristic value, young chimpanzees ought to display
little or no evidence of mental state attribution until ifter
they show evidence of self-recognition. A demonstration
to the contrary would neatly falsify Gallup,s model. Such
a research program is methodologically viable given that
recent evidence strongly suggests that most chimpanzees
do not display evidence of self-recognition until six_eight
years of age (Povinelli, Rul[ Landau, & Bierschwale, in
press). Thus, physically mature subjects can be tested on
the same tasks both before and after the onset of self-
recognition.-For instance, we have recently tested six
three- and four-year-old chimpanzees on Lur seeing_
knowing task, and the results largely conform to the pre_
dictions of the model (povinelli, Rule & Bierschwale, in
press).

Autistic children provide an interesting test case for
the idea that self-recognition can be decoupled from some
but not all forms of mental state attribution. Autistic
children olde-r than approximately five years of age display
clear signs of self-recognition (Neuman & Hill,-I97g). A
flurry of recent research on the autistic child's theory of
mind, however, has revealed striking differences between
children who are autistic and those who are not. Autistic
children show some early forms of social attribution
(Level I perspective-taking and possibly the perception_
knowledge relationship), but they do not appear to reach
a stage at which they understand false belief (Baron_
Cohen, Leslie, & Firth, 1985, l9g6; Hobson, l9g4; Leslie
& Firth, 1988; Perner, Firth, Leslie, & Leekman, l9g9).
Thus, self-recognition remains correlated with some but
not necessarily all forms ofsocial attribution. It is possible
that autistic children may suffer from a breakdown in the
development of certain aspects of the self_attribution de_
velopmental system, which shows up in parallel ways in
their capacity for social attribution. Thj broader iisue,
h-owever, is that Gallup's (1982) model could be falsified
if self-recognition could be shown to exist in children (or
other organisms) who possess no capacity for self_ or social
attribution, or vice versa.

Com-porofive Onfogeny of Mental Sfofe
Attribution

This asynchrony between the development of self_rec_
ognition and many forms ofsocial attribution in children
raises at least two logical possibilities for the attributional
capacities of apes that show clear evidence of self_rec_
ognition. On the one hand, it is possible that these apes
develop only the attributional cabacities that are tightly
correlated with the onset of self-recognition in human

children.re However, it is also possible that self-recognition
in these apes signals the beginning of the development of
more complex attributional processes, as in human chil-
dren. This in no way should be interpreted as meaning
that the behavior of self-recognition causes mental state
attribution. Rather, it may be one of the earliest signs of
its onset. Thus, it is possible that the underlying self-ut-
tributional process that supports self-recognition induces
the onset ofa concurrently developing epigenetic program
of self- and social attribution. As Gopnik (in press) has
pointed out, however, it remains a matter for empirical
research to determine if analogous self- and social attri-
butional processes develop jointly or emerge relatively
sooner or later with respect to each other. In essence, I
am proposing that research efforts seek to determine to
what extent humans and great apes share a homologous
developmental program implicated in the emergence of
these cognitive capacities.

Some may object to this method of proceeding, ar-
guing that I appear to believe that chimpanzees, for in-
stance, are developmentally arrested young children, or
that young children are relatively less hairy chimpanzees.
Howeveq a careful reading of our work will show that
this claim is unfounded. As we have pointed out, for
strictly procedural reasons if comparative psychologists
are ever to make progress toward closure on whether any
nonhuman primates attribute mental states, we must have
a basis for comparison. Tasks of mental state attribution
differ from traditional learning tasks precisely because at
present there is only one specie that we know for certain
possesses attributional capacities: humans. Thus, in order
to know the mind of the chimpanzee or macaque, we
must first know our own (povinelli & deBlois, iSdZul.
Conversely, I would add that if we cannot understand ttre
development of our own minds, then we have no hope of
understanding the minds of apes. This highlights the need
fo^r methodological improvements in nJnhiman theory
of mind research. Elsewhere, I have made concrete pro_
posals for the design of such experiments (povinelli, l99l ).

There is also a second, theoretical reason for advo_
cating such comparisons. If our goal as evolutionary biol-
ogists is to reconstruct the sequence in which pariicular
mental capacities evolved and to understand the conse_
quences of this evolution, then we must compare the on_
jogelles of such capacities in closely related organisms
(see Parker & Gibson, 1979). Just ai evolutionary biol_
ogists.compare morphological ontogeny as a means of
inferring homology, and hence us u to.-ol in reconstructing
descent (e.g., Luckett, 1975), so too can this method be
used as a means of distinguishing between homology and

re It should be noted that ilthis account proves correct, the resultsofour (and Premack's, 1988) seeing-kno*ini.*p"rl*.nt might haveto be accounted for in terms of triditional l-earning theory. Anotherpossibility exists, however. Chimpanzees (perhaps like thrie_year-olC
children) may attribute knowredge and aci'on ttru*i. of these attri-
butions without doing so correctly. Thus, they mighi solve the problem
through trial and error but appeil to m.nt"t ,t"t"l 

"s 
opposeO to envi-

ronmental variables.
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Fioure 2
Eilutionory Relolionship of the [iving Apes

OtherPrimates- Gibbon- Orangutan* Gorilla- GhimPanzee' Humant

LeOend:

+ Sal I -PeCOgnt I tOn Prasei :

- Sel I -necognt t ion Abse. :

Nole. Oulgroup comporisons (gibbons, Old ond New World monkeys, prosimionsl cleorly rereol ihot rhe copocily lor self-recognition;5 q ierived troil in the greol ope-

humon clode, possessed by the common oncestor lAl o{ the grorp. ih" mosr porsimonious interp.erorion ol this doto suggests thot the copocity lor self-recognilion

evolved before rhe diflerenriorion of rhe orongurons lrom rhe hominoid lineoge iSrep I ). A seconjory "loss" ol the Itoil oPPeors lo hove occured oi some poinl in the

gorillo,s descenr lrom irs neoresr lrJing ,"ioiiuJ, {srep 21. {Alfioug; i;;;;t;p;;!.", ond hutons os sister grouPs, il mokes no diflerence {or the present orgumenl

ilgorillosondchimponzeesrurnourtJbesisrerroxoinsruod.for-or"l"ni Jit.,.[r.^of thephylogenyof humo-ns,chimponzees'ondgorillos'seeMorks' l99l)'

convergence in psychological structures. Such an ap-

proach fully recognizes that each species is also likely to
por."t. its own unique specializations (autapomorphic

traits).20

The toss of Self-Recognition in Gorillos

Comparative ontogeny may also be applied fruitfully in
the cbntext of the fact that whereas most gorillas tested

to date have not shown compelling indications of self-

recognition (Ledbetter & Basen, 1982; Suarez & Gallup,

t 98 D, at least one home-reared gorilla clearly does (Pat-

terson, 1984).2r Chimpanzees, gorillas, humans, and

orangutans all share a common ancestol but orangutans

appeir to have diverged from this common stock much

eaitier than did the African apes and humans. Nonethe-

less, orangutans, but not gorillas, show full signs of self-

recognitio--n (Lethmate & Diicker, 1973). From a cladistic
perspective, this is strong evidence that the common

un""ttot of the great ape-human clade was capable of
self-recognition (see Figure 2). To date, the evolutionary
treatmerit of this intuitively puzzling situation, including
my own, has been rather sirnplistic (e'g., Gallup, 1985;

Povinelli, 1987). We have simply noted that it appears

that the most parsimonious explanation is that gorillas

have undergone a secondary loss ofthe capacity' Althouglt

this may be-correct, I believe that a richer understanding
of tnit issue probably lies in a careful consideration of
the effect of environmental perturbations on development'

As the result of the pioneering work of Hamp6
(1960), experimental embryologists have long known that

iir"pf" 
"nultonmental 

perturbations during the course of
early ontogeny can result in the appearance ofancestral
morpholoficai characteristics (see Ftazzetta, 1975)' In

discussing Hamp6's experiments, which demonstrated

that the legs of chicken embryos can be made to revert

to the anc&ral condition of Archaeopteryx (the first bird)
by simple experimental interventions, Alberch, Gould,

Oster, and Wake (1979) noted

It is probable that the genetic capacity for producing these an-

cestral traits was never lost during more than 200 million years

ol avian evolution but merely "turned off" by failure of the

inducing fibula to establish contact with the metatarsals'

(p. 3l l)

Other examples make the same point (see Frazzetta , 197 5''

Kollar, 1972; Raikow, 1975; see especially Kollar & Fisheq

20 This leaves qen the question of which of the living species of
the great ape-human clade most closely resembles the common ancestor

of tf,e group with respect to its epigenetic program related to mental

sure airribution. As i working hyporhesis, we have argued that given

the recent and rapid change in the size and organization ofthe human

brain beginning approrimately 2 million years ago with the appearance

it no^inoOiti G'att, tgsz; Hollowav, 1975; Tobias, 197 I )' the cognitive

processes of the living, great apes may be more similar.to- the common

ln..ttot than are th6se of modern humans (Povinelli & Godfrey' in

press).'- ---i' So-. may object to this characterization of the state of affairs

of the s€lf-recognition capacity in gorillas' citing instances of facial

rno".rn.ts in forillas or isolated anecdotes of what appear to be self-

directed behavi6rs on the part ofa particular gorilla (e'g', Parker' I 990)'

in oui t"uot"tory, r,e havl ro date investigted nearly 50 young chim-

p"nr."t and theii reactions to mirrors. All show at least some instances

;i;;i might otlter*ise be considered weak signs of self-recognition'

v., ,rrit" sime subjecrs display these same behaviors while not in front

oiitt. -ittot as well' Thus, ihese weak instances cannot be used as

""rq""iv 
potiti". evidence ofself-recognition' ln clear contrast' subjects

."t]r*i-t."* for self-recognition display clear, sustained' and un-

"rnUi"uout 
tiins of self+xploiation while carefully monitoring their re-

n..iiJnt (see-Povinelli, Rulf, Iandau, & Bierschwale, in press)'
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1980). Indeed, Alberch et al. concluded that "latent ca-
pacities for the generation ofancestral structures probably
exist in the genomes of all specialized animals" (p. 3 I I ).

Recent research on the cognitive development of
gorillas suggests that, relative to chimpanzees, at least,
they have undergone heterochronic changes in the onset
of quadrupedal locomotion relative to the acquisition of
particular cognitive structures (Antinucci, 1989, chap.
6). In particular, their locomotion appears to mature
faster, thus potentially interfering with further growth in
cognition. Other aspects of their maturation appear to
have speeded up as well, relative to chimpanzees and
orangutans (see Watts & Pusey, in press). Thus, specific
changes in the onset and timing of particular sensorimotor
cognitive pathways may have led to the secondary loss of
self-recognition in gorillas. Selective pressures favoring
earlier physical maturation in gorillas may have resulted
in the secondary loss of a suite of cognitive structures
implicated in the capacity for self-conception. In this
context, Patterson's ( I 984) evidence for self-recognition
by a home-reared gorilla that has been instructed in a
version of American Sign Language can be viewed as

being analogous to an investigation in the field ofexper-
imental embryology. In this case, the experimental in-
tervention has been a potentially profound perturbation
involving intensive tutoring on numerous cognitive tasks
during early ontogeny (see Patterson & Linden, 198 l).

The general hypothesis that I am advancing here is
that strong environmental inputs may affect psychological
ontogeny in the same manner as they affect morphological
ontogeny and thus may be capable of resulting in the
expression of apparently lost ancestral psychological traits
(in this case, the self-attributional capacities that underpin
self-recognition; Povinelli, in press). To accept this hy-
pothesis as having potential merit, one need only accept
two simple assumptions: first, that changes in neural
structures underlie the evolution and ontogeny of cog-
nitive capacities and, second, that normal epigenetic in-
teractions determine the course of brain development. If
true, then gorillas may well still possess the basic genetic
instructions for the psychological capacities underlying
self-recognition, which have been "turned off" because
of heterochronic changes in other aspects of their devel-
opment. Experimental interventions such as those re-
ceived by Patterson's (1984) gorilla, may be capable of
reinstating their psychological capacity for self-recogni-
tion. From a heuristic standpoint it is important to note
that this model of the loss of self-recognition in gorillas
expticitly predicts that the same experimental perturba-
tions that Patterson's gorilla received would not have a
similar effect on macaques, for instance, because they
descended from a lineage in which this capacity never
existed.22

Summory: The Promise ol Ontogeny
Ultimately, comparing the ontogeny of psychological ca-
pacities should allow evolutionary psychologists to re-
construct the order in which particular features of mental
state attribution evolved (Povinelli & Godfrey, in press).

By determining what (if any) characteristics of a theory
of mind each living species possesses, it will be possible

to specify what the likely features of any given common
ancestor were. In doing so, a major goal of evolutionary
psychology will have been achieved-understanding the
sequence in which features of mental state attribution
evolved. From the perspective of modern evolutionary
biology, the question at least now seems clear: What por-
tions of domain-specific epigenetic programs do organ-
isms share as a result of common descent, and where in
various lineages have innovations been introduced at
various points into these programs?

Psycholog i cal Co nti nuity Revisifed

In the course of preparing this article, I was reminded by
a colleague (Gordon Gallup) that the surest proof that
psychological discontinuities can exist between species

can be found in the context of within-species comparisons
of ontogeny (see Goldman-Rakic & Preuss, 1987). Re-
consider the case ofthree- and four-year-old children: If
very young three-year-olds, fior instance, truly do not un-
derstand how knowledge states arise, then consider how
different their perception of the social universe must be

from our own. They must, by definition, be left in a world
in which knowledge appears miraculously (Leslie, 1987)
or perhaps even according to some ad hoc rules that we

as developmental psychologists have not yet begun to
specify. Even more striking, consider how different that
same three-year-old must be from a l5-month-old infant
who may not even have psychological access to the con-
cept of knowledge. Indeed, that same l5-month-old may
not even have access to his or her own mind.

Species discontinuities in psychology can be usefully
thought of in this same light. Within closely related taxa,
each species may well represent its own unique constel-
lation of ontogenetic end points. For the vast majority of
species, these end points may not seem so profoundly
different to us, although they certainly must be to the
organisms themselves, because some subset of the re-
sulting morphological and psychological differences are
what defrne species boundaries (Paterson, 1985). But
when it comes to groups of species in which major in-
novations in psychology have occurred, the ontogenetic
end points are potentially of profound interest. If psy-

chological evolution, like morphological evolution, can
be meaningfully thought of as innovations in ontogeny,
then comparative psychologists should have no trouble
accepting as a possibility that a major evolutionary change
occurred quite recently in primate history. This does not
require adhering to any form ofrecapitulation theory per
se. It requires only accepting an evolutionary framework
that attempts to reconstruct likely ancestral ontogenies

22 Of course, the opposite effect is also possible. Strong, novel en-
vironmental inputs into the cognitive epigenelic system may lead to the
expression oftraits ofdescendant species as well. ln a related vein, Morin
and deBlois ( t 989) argued that Gallup underestimated the effect ofgiving
chimpanzees exposure 1o mirrors. They speculated that chimpanzees
who gain the ability to recognize themselves may undergo significant
cognitive change vis-d-vis those who do not.
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by means of comparing the similarities and differences

ofextant ontogenies.
The past few hundred million years of higher met-

azoan evolution may have been characterized by organ-
isms that had "discovered" how certain categories of
reality, such as time, spaca, and causality, govern the
physical world.23 With the advent of even a rudimentary
brain, many of lhese organism can, in some sense, be said

to have been operating on the basis of "intentions" and
"knowledge" stored in their neural circuitry. Such op-

erations require (in an implicit sense) that an organism
take into account the relationships between time and
space and hence that they react as dthey had a concept
of causality. But what remained to be discovered by such

organisms was the exislence of these mental concepts and
the understanding that they can be causative agents of
behavior. In other words, what remained to evolve was

an awareness of the reality of the mental world-the evo-
lution of metacognition. Such capacities can easily be
seen to be advantageous because they can construct more
accurate descriptions (or models) of reality. After all, or-
ganisms do operate on the basis of simple-to-complex
representations of reality stored in their brains, even if
they are incapable of realizing it. To become aware of
such representations does not require a detailed under-
standing of the biological hardware of the system in which
these mental states are encoded. An abstract understand-
ing of the mere existence of such states would be of suf-
ficient advantage. The task awaiting empirical research
is to reconstruct the timing and order in which the pieces

of this profoundly new psychology emerged.
The possible outcomes of such an endeavor run in

all possible phylogenetic directions. Our methodologies
are still too young, our experiments far too sparse, and
our subjects far too few, to believe that we have come to
closure on which nonhuman species possess various
components of a theory of mind. I am not yet convinced
that even chimpanzees possess a true awareness of the
private mental world, despile the growing body of sugges-

tive evidence (for detailed reviews of this evidence, see

Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990b; Povinelli, l99l; Povinelli &
Godfrey, in press; Premack, 1988; Whiten, 1993). Chim-
panzees and the other great apes may either affirm or
disappoint those who wish to find other minds as replete
with social intelligence as our own. On the other hand,
the divenity of minds in the animal kingdom may still
surprise those who see the psychological capacities ofthe
great apes and humans as fundamentally derived. Re-

solving these questions will ultimately allow us to appre-
ciate the diversity of ways of knowing about the mental
world that evolution has unknowingly produced.
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